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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER !
Dr 'Sujeck' asks for 'hot' answers to the meaning of life creation in the Universe! To my mind, it is to
teach the helpless ignorant creatures symbolized by the most thinking (humans) the secrets of physiometrics and the psycho-Biological elements of creation. Sex, love, religion, science, political power,
and wealth and other earthly activities and greedy ambitions play a big part to keep life and continuity
going on without fearing the gloomy prospect of the eventual death of all living creatures!
However, Dr Sujeck is probably mistaken accusing nations and their rulers in authority to exploit
science and knowledge to further their grip on authority and power. Take for example the development
of electromagnetism. It started long time ago with the electrostatic and magnetic properties of matter.
In Modern time, Volta in Italy, Ohm in Germany Ampere and Coulomb in France, Faraday in England,
Oersted in Denmark Maxwell in Scotland, Hertz in Germany but with exception of Marconi in
England, Edison and Tesla in the USA who commercially exploited the technical and economical
benefits. Indeed, Science has no special home or frontiers on our planet! Only early last century with
Special Theory of Relativity theory, (but to a certain limit, not in physics and General Relativity as
Einstein remains unquestionably original and genuine theoretician physicist and a scientific genus) we
suspect the interference of big wealthy financial banking family and some owners of other rich
industrial and commercial bodies who donated and still do, a lot of money to the academical
establishment and the media to spread and protect the obviously contradictory hypotheses of STR! The
motive is clearly politically motivated considering the later grave world development.
Finally, it is regrettable that the real contributors to scientific knowledge are still poorly paid their
rightful share of the wealth which was created indirectly by their hard work, love and devotion to
knowledge and to improve life and bring more comfort to humanity. Think of how much debt and
gratitude we owe these individual great humans!
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